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Electronic harassment shielding

How to protect your brain from electromagnetic/EMF Beam weapons you can click here to buy magnetShield. Electromagnetic field shielding is calculated using 20 log decibels. Electromagnetic zap power screening is calculated using 10 log decibels. This topic is very technical. If you study this topic carefully, you can
protect yourself in part against some of the harmful effects of coated anti-brain-spider weapons and reduce how much they reduce your brain power as fast and cost effectively as possible. Here are the details: Will EMF Brain Screening Help You? [1/12/17] Before considering spending any money on EMF brain
screening, try experimenting to find out if EMF (or electromagnetic field) brain screening will help you. Try experimenting with EMF manually shielding and EMF body shielding and the other free EMF brain shielding tests. If you suddenly feel better, if your brain suddenly feels sharper, more focused, and/or less fog, then
EMF brain shielding works for you and you can probably use the ideas and EMF shielding products listed at BrainShielding.com sometimes increase your brain power. 5 Quick Free EMF Brainscreen Tests [1/12/17-4/16/17] Here are 5 quick EMF brain shielding tests you can try: 1. Try manually shielding your face using
your bare hands. Covered beam weapon zaps often target the face as the most vulnerable part and the hardest part of the head and the whole body in public to protect against. Your first goal should be to try experimenting with hand-shielding to try to educate and temporarily block where lid weapons might print your face
and/or head. Try pressing your palms and fingers firmly against your face, one face area at a time, until you quickly experiment with manually shielding your whole face, including the front and back and back and back of your cheeks, your jaw, and your forehead or forehead above your eyes. This hand shielding test
depends on your app fixed hand pressing on a correct (initially possible unknown) location on your face in order for this hand shielding test to work. If your brain suddenly feels sharper, more focused, and/or less fog, then your EMF hand shielding test worked. If your first attempt to handle your face doesn't work, you can
try again later, and you can also try to test the much more detailed free EMF hand and body shielding. 2. Dodging a deck ray weapon power field. (Beam weapon power fields, especially very strong ones, sometimes have a noticeably limited size where they are strongest.) Caution: don't try to read it if you actively read
mind (which is a very rare but technically possible scenario), or else a local or remote beam weapon operator can read just the bar to include your alternative locations. (FYI, covered beam weapon can be wide or thin, weak or strong (low decibel decibel high decibel), and either local probably horizontal beams with
probably very limited range and/or satellite based vertical beams with much wider range.)  Another warning: You also want to avoid someone increasing beam weapon decibel power. 3. Aluminum foil.  If you're in a private place at home, you can try turning aluminum foil privately around the back of your head (covering at
least 3/4 of your head, not just 1/4 or 1/2 of your head) and see if it helps.  Also try to cover the top of your head.  It may or may not help.  You can also try to post it to your face without taking it there and seeing the results.  Caution: homemade aluminum foil hats have a negative tin-foil hat reputation and is difficult to
explain away, so you probably want to have any aluminum foil you can or may not use to protect your brain with a substance and you will probably also want to upgrade to EMF shielding (for example, ArgenMesh) Another warning: Aluminum foil can also be a contributing factor to your body potentially overheated and/or
dehydrated if you use too much aluminum foil, nomex, and/or aramid EMF fire resistant EMF stealth shielding in the future.)  And another caution: keep aluminum foil away from your eyes. 4. If you have any 100% wool clothing and/or wool blend clothes, try your (preferably 100%) clouds in a private place by 1) push it
tightly against your face, especially your cheeks, and 2) try to turn it around the back and top of your head and part of your face.  (Wool is sometimes labeled as cashyin, merino and/or other names.)  Note the results.  If your brain feels more vigilant and less foolish, then your wool EMF brain shielding test worked and
wool will help you improve your brain power by helping to protect your brain from some harmful EMF fields. 5. If you have any 100% polyester clothing and/or polyester blend clothes, including a polyester cushion, polyester sheets, polyester jersey, polyester jacket, and/or polyester garment, try you (preferably 100%)



Polyester clothing (including a pillow and/or sheets) in a private location by 1) push it tightly against your face, especially your cheeks, and 2) trying to wrap it around the back and top of your head and part of your face.  Note the results.  If your brain feels more vigilant and less foggy, then your polyester EMF brain
shielding test worked and polyester will help you improve your brain power by helping protect your brain from some harmful EMF fields.  As an additional test, you can press a polyester cushion against the top of your head and see if you see an improvement.  (If you have a polyester cushion and you are zapped by
satellite and you are primarily appropriate in your head, you can have a shielding effect by temporarily keeping a pillow on top of or even slightly above your head.) FYI, 2 scientific research articles rate some polyester EMF shielding in the EMF microwave spectrum as relatively weak, up to 80% or 12 decibels or more. If
you suddenly feel better, if your brain suddenly feels sharper, more focused, and/or less fog, then EMF brain shielding works for you and you can probably use the ideas and EMF shielding products listed at BrainShielding.com and the BrainShieldingStore.com sometimes increases your brain power. Free EMF Hand
Shielding and free EMF Body Shielding [1/12/17-4/16/17] EMF hand shielding and EMF body shielding work just a few of the time. (One potentially surprising explanation involves the presence of, absence of, and variability of hi technology-coated mind reading and/or mind control beams and zaps), Brain barricot electric
power fields are probably very rare, and unless your bare hands and/or body protect your brain from a currently active or vibrant brain-barrier electric power field, hand shielding (Also be aware that an alternative logical explanation works for some hand shielding involves the theory of acupressure). 1. Try hand shielding
your face using your bare hands. Covered beam weapon zaps often target the face as the most vulnerable part and the hardest part of the head and the whole body in public to protect against. Your first goal should be to try experimenting with hand-shielding to try to educate and temporarily block where lid weapons
might print your face and/or head. Please be aware that there are probably several ways in which you can produce one hand or two hands over your face, your head, your neck and/or your body that can temporarily improve brain power. Also be aware that it can change when your location changes and/or any beam
weapon zap patterns change. If you are in public and you are self-conscious about this EMF hand shielding test, you can wait until you are in a private place to do this test. You can also try some of this test in public now and the rest of the test in private later. Caution: If you don't push firmly against your face, cheeks
and/or head, and if you don't test your whole face and head, you can miss the very important discovery that you can protect your head due to lack of effort and/or lack of motivation from a skeptical EMF hand shielding tester. You may need to repeat this test later if you are not zapped now, but you suspect later in the
future that you are chuppined. (After a while, if you're just sometimes zapped, you can probably learn that is sapped instead of not feelingzapped like.) 1.1. First try to firmly try your bare hands against any part of face that feels like it might be zapped.  The hand shielding is pressure sensitive.      1.2. Second tries to put
your bare hand or hands on your forehead or browse above your eyes.  Remember to test the entire area, top, below, center, left and right, press firmly. (This is a vulnerable and defensible part of your head.)  If you only have one free hand to protect yourself, you can protect your forehead or forehead with one hand.     
1.3. Next try your bare hands firmly towards the front of your cheeks under your eyes and then near your nose and mouth.  The hand shielding is pressure sensitive.  (It's probably a commonly szapped hard to publicly defend location.)      1.4. Next try to protect the middle and back of your cheeks, including the top,
middle, and bottom of the back of your cheeks near your ears.  (This area is also a probably ready hard to publicly defend location.)  Remember manually shielding is pressure sensitive.      1.5. Next try to push your bare hand or hands firmly against your jaw, know and object, including the vulnerable bottom of your jaw. 
If you only have one free hand to protect yourself with, you can protect your jaw with one hand and firmly press with your bare hand and fingers.      1.6. Next try to press your bare hands against your nose and also try to push your bare hands over your closed eyes.      1.7. Then try what a tribulation point can be.  Just try
pressing your fingertits, not your fingers and palm, against your skin between the front of your ears and the back of your jaw.  This pressure point is a little above the back of your jaw and below the front of your ear.  (I suspect pressure here somehow acts like an acupressure filter on your central nervous system or CNS.) 
If your face and/or other parts of your body arezapped, you can have a shielding or blocking effect probably within your central nervous system by pressing against the nerves in front of and slightly below your ears and slightly above the back of your jaws. (There are probably other good EMF hand shielding acres such as
points you can try to find in your face and/or head by experimenting and/or studying acupressure.)      1.8. Next try your bare hands against your ears and try to cover your ears.  (Careful: if you press your index finger tips (not your fingers and palms) in an accuracy such as wise against one or both earcanal exercises and
pressure firmly, you can hear a hi-tech subliminal message communication channel that also affects a subliminal coated attempt to mind control suggesting communication channel that probably covers your thinking.)      1.9. Next try to push your naked hand or hands firmly against the front and sides of your neck.  (The
front of your neck, where your physical organic voice box or what translates your brain waves into speech (or silent speech) can be very vulnerable to thinking reading zaps and is defensible using EMF shielding including EMF stealth shielding that can make remote mind reading less easy.)       1.10. Next try to cover and
press your bare hands at the back of your neck and the top of your spinal cord behind your neck and head.  (The spinal connects most of your body's central nervous system to the brain, and it is defensible using EMF shielding.)      1.11. Next try to cover and press your bare hands against the rest of your head.  (Your
head is defensible using EMF shielding.) 2. If you see an effect, try to see your bare hands a fraction of an inch away from your EMF shielding location to see if holding your bare hands between an external electric power field and helping your face or head.  (It may, but it probably won't.)  If this helps, then you are very
likely to help the victim of a brain barricining electronic power field and brain shielding.  If any hand shielding helps, regardless of whether EMF hand shielding without touching or pressing against your bare hands against your face, head, and/or neck works, even if you're just firmly applying fingerprint against an acre like
the point where your nerves work below and in front of your ears, then you're probably the victim of a brain breakdown electronic power field and brain 3. Try shielding your bare hands in several ways.      3.1. Try to put your bare hands together in a parallel prayer-shaped movement.  If you are a beam badge victim,
folding your bare hands together in a prayer-like movement can sometimes help improve your brain power.      3.2. Try to squeeze your bare hands together in a perpendictory hand-travel movement.      3.3. Try to press the palms of your bare hands at a table.  (In this case, the table can protect the palms of your bare
hands.)      Caution: If the primary beam weapon target is very well EMF protected, then a much more zap power can be aimed at hands on a hi technology mind control channel that has multiple targets. 4. Hand shielding any part of the body, including the arms and legs.  In particular, try your bare hands against any part
of your body that you think is beingzapped.  Also try to reach with one hand approximately halfway to three quarters of the road around your wrists and then press your ankles and press firmly against your wrists and then your ankles.  (Applying pressure here can partially protect against zaps at a hand or foot.) 5. Folded
arms on breast shielding.  Try folding your arms in a defensive attitude and see if it helps.  Note if any of these body cell ideas help: 1) bare hand to bare hand or 2) folded arms with bare hand to bare arm or folded arm with bare hand dressed arm or 4) folded arms with hands on the chest. 6. Touching knees and feet and
folded legs shielding.  Try pressing your knees together and then put your knees and feet together and see if it helps.  Try folding your legs and then push your legs knees and feet together in defensive attitudes and see if these defensive attitudes help.  Try experimenting with variations here, for example, feet touching
and/or knees touching, and/or bare ankle single single single to bare ankle contact. 7. Eye protection may or may not help.  When you can close your eyes safely, try to close your eyes very briefly and see if it helps. 8. Turn your eyes, face and/or front of your body away from a beam that collects the eyes, face and/or
front of the body can help.  Turning away your eyes can be especially useful at night if you are zapped while trying to sleep.  You can try 4 tests: 8.1. You can test it by slowly turning 360 degrees and see if you see a difference.  (This can make a difference if you are snazzed by a local horizontal bar of a particular
direction.)      8.2. You can also test it by adjusting your head to look up (and temporarily expose your face to any possible vertical beam above you) and then adjust your face to look down (temporarily shielding your face from any possible vertical bar from above).      8.3. If you have a private space, you can briefly try to
briefly lie on your back and then briefly try to lie down on your stomach and see if you see a difference. You can also briefly try to lie down.  (This can make a difference if you have a zeded by a vertical satellite shame, when lying on your stomach probably shields better than lying on your back.)      8.4. You can also try to
lie in the fetal position (a legacy defensive attitude used years ago by non-violent protesters to defend against physical attack instead of ray weapons attack) and see if it makes a difference. 9. Adjustment of sleep position and/or posture.      9.1. Lying on your side or stomach while sleep can reduce your exposure.  Lying
on your back can be the greatest exposure to satellite sham weapons, and if you are zapped at night then you are probably translated andzapped by a satellite beam weapon and you can probably protect yourself better by avoiding lying on your back at night.      9.2. You can try to switch your sleeping space and see if
you sleep better or if the zap strength is reduced or go by the time you wake up.  Some evening zaps, especially zaps at primary targets, can involve targeted local beam zaps aimed at the exact location that a target usually sleeps.      9.3. Some people also warn that the metal coils in boxing sources can attract or
increase beam weapon zaps, and they do not recommend sleeping above box spring metal 10: Careful: You should probably avoid any extensive physical contact with others if you are zapped or else they can also get zapped.  Use EMF shielding fabric, not contact your own body, to defend your family. More Free EMF
Brain Shielding Tests [1/12/17] These 8 optional tests may or may not work.  If any of these optional tests work and produces noticeably sharper and/or less misty brain power, then you can probably increase your brain power at least sometimes by using the EMF brain shielding ideas and products produced on this site
BrainShielding.com.  However, if any or all of these 8 tests fail, EMF brain shielding can still help. First, try reading this list and see what ideas you might want to try.  It's OK to skip any of these 8 test ideas you don't like. 1. Dodging a deck beam weapon power field. (Beam weapon power fields, especially very strong
ones, sometimes have a noticeably limited size where they are strongest.)  Caution: don't try to read it if you actively read mind (which is a very rare but technically possible scenario), or else a local or remote beam weapon operator can read just the bar to include your alternative locations.  (FYI, coated beam arms
beams can be wide or thin, weak or strong (low decibel or high decibel), and either local likely horizontal beams with probably very limited range and/or satellite based vertical beams with much wider range.)  Another warning: You also want to avoid someone increasing beam weapon decibel power. 2. Aluminum foil.  If
you're in a private place at home, you can try turning aluminum foil privately around the back of your head (covering at least 3/4 of your head, not just 1/4 or 1/2 of your head) and see if it helps.  Also try to cover the top of your head.  It may or may not help.  You can also try to post it to your face without taking it there and
seeing the results.  Caution: homemade aluminum foil hats have a negative tin-foil hat reputation and is difficult to explain away, so you probably want to have any aluminum foil you can or may not use to protect your brain with a substance and you will probably also want to upgrade to EMF shielding (for example,
ArgenMesh) Another warning: Aluminum foil can also be a contributing factor to your body potentially overheated and/or dehydrated if you use too much aluminum foil, nomex, and/or aramid EMF fire resistant EMF stealth shielding in the future.)  And another caution: keep aluminum foil away from your eyes. 3. If you
have any 100% wool clothing and/or wool blend clothes, try you (preferably 100%) wool clothes in a private place by 1) push it tightly against your face, especially your cheeks, and 2) try it around the back and top of your head and share your (Wool is sometimes labeled as cashyin, merino and/or other names.)  Note the
results.  If your brain feels more vigilant and less foolish, then your wool EMF brain shielding test worked and wool will help you improve your brain power by helping to protect your brain from some harmful EMF fields. 4. If you have any 100% polyester clothing and/or polyester blend clothes, including a polyester cushion,
polyester sheets, polyester sweater, polyester jacket, and/or polyester garment, try you (preferably 100%) Polyester clothing (including a pillow and/or sheets) in a private location by 1) push it tightly against your face, especially your cheeks, and 2) trying to wrap it around the back and top of your head and part of your
face.  Note the results.  If your brain feels more vigilant and less foggy, then your polyester EMF brain shielding test worked and polyester will help you improve your brain power by helping protect your brain from some harmful EMF fields.  As an additional test, you can press a polyester cushion against the top of your
head and see if you see an improvement.  (If you have a polyester cushion and you are zipped by satellite and you are mainly snapped in your head, you can see a surprising shield effect by temporarily keeping a pillow on top or even slightly above your head.)  FYI, 2 scientific research articles rate some polyester EMF
shielding in the EMF microwave spectrum as relatively weak, up to 80% or 12 decibels or more. 5. This includes the pressure of the palms of your bare hands against a large piece of metal, for example a filing cabinet.  If you see a difference, and you probably won't, then the metal instead of your body has some of the
EMF beam weapon zap power absorbed and/or protects the palms from your bare hands. 6. Covering of any bare skin with clothes (or maybe even extra clothes, including any thick cold-resistant clothing).  It usually doesn't help unless you possess specially designed EMF shielding and/or fire-resistant or flame-resistant
clothing.  But it can sometimes help against some beam weapon, perhaps ray weapons or beams in the infrared spectrum, and it's probably worth trying quickly.  (This can include using an extra bedskin if you are trying to sleep). 7. Increased body pressure, (You can test body pressure by using hand shielding to apply
pressure to an arm at the wrist or along a leg, especially the ankle just above the foot.  You can also try using a tight belt to try applying pressure against the bottom stomach.)  Careful: Be careful not to interfere with and not reduce blood sums by avoiding any too strong tournament-level pressure.  (Also be aware that an
alternative logical explanation for a body printing shielding can involve the theory of acres.) 8. clothes against the skin.  This test involves both pressure-sensitive shielding and possibly EMF shielding clothes.  In some cases, printing clothes against the skin can help.  Wool, polyester, modacaric clothing, and some fire-
resistant clothes all probably offer EMF shielding.       8.1. Try pruning in your shirt.      8.2. You can try your hands or a quick release buckle tape or a belt or rope or a piece of dust to tighten the shirt cuffs at your wrist, you pants at your ankles, and you shirt at your waist.      In some cases, it may have an improved
effect.  If clothes have some EMF brain shielding effect against some types of covert beam weapon zaps, then press your shirt cuffs against your wrists, your pants cuffs against your ankles, and/or tuck your shirt in can have an improved EMF brain shielding effect in some cases. Free EMF shielding of EMF shielding
clothes You can already own [4/16/17] You can already own some EMF shielding clothes that can provide some free EMF shielding.  However, after you discover you already own that some free EMF shielding can provide, you will probably need to buy some extra EMF shielding an effective cumulative EMF shielding
effect using as much EMF shielding clothes as you can conveniently combine from your existing collection and hopefully improve future collection of EMF shielding clothes, materials, and/or metals So, what clothes with which clothing material do you already own that can probably protect against some, most, or all the
beam weapons you've been zapped with or may be zapped with? There are 4 ways to answer this question: 1. Optionally analyze the types of beam weapons you (or can be realistic) zapped with. 2. Test each individual clothing fabric. 3. Organize a list of EMF shielding clothing materials that you already own you can
already use. 4. Test cumulative EMF shielding by combining your EMF shielding clothing fabric together and which is as much of your bare skin as possible. 1. Optionally analyze the types of beam weapons you have (or can be realistic) zapped with. The electromagnetic spectrum is large, and includes everything from
extremely low frequencies to extremely high frequencies.  It's complicated.  This is my theory of how it works. There are 5 areas of particular interest in the electromagnetic spectrum: 1. ELF (extremely low frequency), sonic and low ultrasonic spectrum.  Includes ELF (extremely low frequency) waves, including brain
wave frequencies, normal sound, and low ultrasonic.  This probably also includes ultrasonic sound, and possibly includes some high sonic and/or low ultrasonic subliminal mind control technology.  ELEVEN waves also include earthquake frequency waves and should not be sapped from satellites at extremely decibels.
You can defend your ears against verbal, music, and/or electronic sound harassment with earplug and earmuffs and closed doors and windows. 2. Radio wave spectrum, etc. The normal wireless electromagnetic spectrum. 3. Electromagnetic versions of radio waves up to microwaves and the microwave spectrum. An
electromagnetic version of the normal wireless electromagnetic spectrum, with electromagnetic, not electronic, electromagnetic beam field energy waves. 4. Thermal infrared or far infrared (FIR): heat. If you feel heat zaps, you can be zapped by infrared technology that is an actual heat beam and/or you can be zapped by
silent audio distribution spectrum cloning of the emotions technology that produces in your brain the sensation of heat in part or parts of your body. 5. Core radiation, alpha, beta and gamma waves. This is a potentially deadly part of the electromagnetic spectrum. It is monitored only by radiation detectors, blocked by lead,
and unless you have an extra $100 for a radiation detector, it can probably usually be safely ignored for now and maybe tested later. You can be realistically zapped with types 1-3 or types 1-4 of this beam weapon. Here's how you can help you defend against this beam weapon attacks: 1. If you possess overplug or
earmuffs, it can help you protect your ears from healthy harassment. Normal clothing probably won't help against healthy harassment or possible low ultrasonic beam weapons. 2. Radio waves to microwaves are probably not much protected by normal clothing. Specialized metal material supplies EMF shielding.
Materials testing as providing some EMF shielding can be provided in the infrared spectrum and/or the radio microwave spectrum, so it's hard to determine if this substance is shielding anything other than thermal infrared/FIR/heat. Fire resistant and/or carbon-based stealth shielding can have some shielding in the radio
waves to microwaves part of the electromagnetic spectrum. 3. Electromagnetic zaps. Fire resistant and/or carbon-based stealth shielding can be some very limited shielding in these parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. Specialized magnetic shielding is probably an essential component of complete EMF shielding. 4.
Thermal infrared or far infrared (FIR), or the heat part of the electromagnetic spectrum can be protected from the use of fire-resistant clothing including wool. Almost any solid clothing is any better than nothing to protect against infrared zaps. Multi spectrum shielding is probably the future of EMF shielding. FYI, avoid
detection, or avoid detection by surveillance technology that can be used to any part of the electromagnetic spectrum, is a goal that is becoming the future military military suppliers, who use the term multispectral camouflage to describe clothes that allow soldiers to try to avoid detection by increasingly powerful and
increasingly inpensive surveillance technology that may include even multispectral imaging. I have not found multispectral camouflage fabric, hoods, or balaclavas, preferably without military camouflage designs, for sale to individual consumers yet (except for multispectral camouflage nets at alibaba.com). This
multispectral camouflage tries to hide the people who carry it (or people and/or vehicles hiding under a multispectral camouflage net) and at least sometimes attempts to prevent or reduce [electronic] signature detection by surveillance and/or target systems. While the military clothing suppliers try to allow soldiers to avoid
electronic detection by providing multispectral camouflage, TIs or targeted individuals try to avoid detection (the purpose of multispectral camouflage) and shield against sapped (the purpose of EMF shielding, EMF shielding clothing, and metal roofs designed to protect against surveillance/target satellites) and if possible
intact themselves. You can start the army's expensive EMF camouflage strategy very cheap and easily copy by shielding your body using an EMF shielding polyester skin placed over yourself (and therefore between you and any surveillance/target satellite) at night. 2.Test each individual clothing fabric The only way to be
100% sure that a piece of clothes can protect you (at least sometimes) is to test it. Testing your current clothes to see if it can provide any EMF shielding can allow you to increase your brain power immediately for free. If you are zapped or suspected that you are zapped by any mind-reading and/or mind control and or
brain-disabled beam weapon technology, it's worth studying and testing. One sign of gezapped is feeling groggy and/or zombide and/or slows down at least some of the time. Due to the technical limitations of EMF shielding test, you may want to test more than once at different times. If you feel groggy, disabled, zombie-
zapped, and/or delayed, it can take a good time to test whether your clothes can help you protect your brain from any brain barrice and/or electromagnetic fields and immediately increase your brain power for free. You will be able to test individual clothing materials a lot more knowledgeable, intelligent, and effective if you
first studied this topic carefully for a few minutes. Here are some important detailed points. 1. Test EMF shielding clothing fabric has certain technical constraints. 2. There are several ways you can test a clothing item to see if it offers EMF brain shielding against which you moment and also offer EMF brain shielding
either some or most of the time later.      3. The type of materials or materials in each clothing item makes a difference.  Certain types of materials including wool and polyester probably have some EMF brain shielding ability.      4. Understanding the concept of multispectrum EMF brain shielding, an optional more complex
concept, allows you to give a better understanding of how EMF brain shielding works by EMF shielding clothing.      1. Test EMF shielding clothing fabric has certain technical constraints: 1.1 Test EMF shielding fabric usually only works if you are actively zapped.  More than 99% of Americans are probably not sown at
any time.  If hand shielding or any of the 5 Quick Free EMF Brain Shielding Tests for your work, you should try to test EMF brain screening by also using your clothes.           1.2. If you have not been actively sapped, all you can test for is or protect your brain from likely normal background electronic EMF/EMI/RF
(electromagnetic field/electromagnetic interference/radio frequency) pollution can increase your brain power.  (If tested to be true, Either 1) people are zapped without they know it and/or recognize it and/or 2) a lot of people may be able to improve their brain power by using EMF brain shielding due to the protection of
their brain against background electromagnetic fields or electromagnetic fields or electromagnetic fields or electromagnetic pollution that can interfere with and/or reduce brain functioning and 3) an acupressure effect of a velcro tape or quick release buckle tape and/or EMF shielding of applying pressure on the skin can
help them.)           1.3. Testing is much more reliable (and less likely to cover ray weapon electronic sabotage) if 1) you are zapped, 2) you are not actively mind-read, and 3) beam weapon zaps are not actively modified. (If you press your 2 index fingers tightly against both of your ear channel openings and you hear
subliminal messages and the subliminal messages sound like they're talking to you specifically, not someone else, then you're probably active mind-read.  Most secondary coverage beam weapon reading and/or mind control targets are not active mind-read most of the time.)           1.4. Beam weapon zaps can change
their decibels or strength, possibly their electromagnetic spectrum zones and probably their electromagnetic spectrum frequencies, their (probably quiet audio distribution spectrum cloning of the emotions) patterns, and/or their mixture of parts of the bodies are sapped (for example, zaps against the cheeks, other parts of
the head, other individual parts of the body, and/or maybe if beam weapons are actively adjusted when you have you For their EMF shielding ability, it can interfere with accurate testing.           1.5. Using EMF shielding has much more technical and other restrictions.      2. There are several ways you can test a clothing
item to see if it offers EMF brain shielding now at what you are beingzapped at the moment and also provide EMF brain shielding either a few or most of the time later.           2.1. You can test your clothes, including unmarked clothing, by pressing them against your cheeks (or pressing them to tightly cover the upper, back
and sides of your head or tightly cover a place where beam weapons are strong) and see if they help provide EMF shielding or not.  If you feel better, the clothes you test are probably EMF shielding.  You may or may not also have a sense of shielding power from one piece of clothes towards another.           2.2. You can,
in the privacy of your own room, reduce your clothes to just a few shorts, and then try adding additional clothing items to see if they help protect your brain against EMF or not.  This test probably works best for your bath garment, underwear, thermal underwear, shirts, jersey, coats or jackets, etc.  My experience was that
in many cases, adding one or more layers of many types of clothing over bare skin seems to provide some EMF shielding improvement during some zap patterns.  Some materials are thought to be much better at multispectrum EMF shielding than others, but almost anything can or probably work better than nothing.  My
theory is that everything is likely to help in EMF brain shielding in the infrared spectrum..           2.3. Try adding clothes to cover as many square inch of unthated sheet in your checks, face. head, neck, waist, arms, hands and feet as possible.  Note if any and/or all of these products produce enhanced brain power.          
2.4. Try adding multiple layers of clothing to see if it helps to improve your brain power.           2.5. Try adding location screening where you feel and/or guess that you are the hardest beam, for example your cheeks, your head, your neck and/or your hands, and see if you see an improvement.  If the beam weapon
zappers are zapping a primary target TI or targeted individual and you are secondary target, Some places that can be harssed against unprotected or semi-shielded TIs or targeted individuals include the cheeks, the face, under the chin, the neck, the forehead above the eyes, the area between eyeglass side pieces and
the side of the head side by the eyes, the hands, the wrists, the arms, legs, and/or feet.  (This is probably because covered mind-controlled ray weapon operators might want their beam weapon control technology to concentrate firepower on the unashamed parts of the primary target's possible sometimes heavily
protected parts of the TI's body.  They can do this to try to maximize their thought control power over their individual targets without having very high zap beam decibel levels that are accidentally a lot more people much faster than most covered beam weapon operators want to deal with interacting with.  They can also
just test their software to get their software working well enough without having problems high zap beam decibel levels.)      3. The type of materials or materials in each clothing item makes a difference.  Certain types of materials including wool and polyester probably have some EMF brain shielding ability.      My
preliminary theory is that EMF shielding clothes that can probably offer free EMF shielding that you might already own probably include: 3.1. 100% wool clothing and probably wool blend clothes, including cashmere wool and merino wool clothing.  FYI, clothing labels sometimes mention the type of wool instead of the
word wool.  (Wool is fire resistant, and some fire-resistant materials also offer EMF stealth shielding and presumably strong far infrared/thermal infrared spectrum shielding.)   (Careful: wool clothing can be a contributing factor to your body potentially overheated and/or dehydrate if you use too much aluminum foil, wool,
nomex, and/or aramide EMF fire resistant EMF stealth shielding in the future.)            3.2. 100% polyester clothing and probably polyester blend clothes, including skins, pillows, and coolmax clothing.  Polyester, including polyester mesh, may be one of the best bets for cheap, but possibly low strength hot temperature
summer emF shielding that probably doesn't overheat easily the person wears it.  (I'm still learning and testing.)  (FYI, 2 scientific research articles rate some polyester EMF shielding in the EMF microwave spectrum as relatively weak, up to 80% or 12 decibels or more.)            3.3. Modacrylic clothing.    (Modacrylic is fire
resistant, and some fire resistant fabrics also offer EMF stealth shielding.)            3.4. Some fire-resistant clothing, including nomex and aramid clothing.  (Nomex and aramid clothing are used in the military and used by firefighters.)  (Careful: fire-resistant clothing can be a contributing factor to your body potentially
overheated and/or dehydrate if you use too much aluminum foil, nomex, and/or aramide EMF burn resistant EMF stealth shielding in the future.)            3.5. Probably only a few acrylic clothing offers EMF shielding.  (This can be modration or a similar EMF shielding substance.)  Most acrylic clothing probably offers little or
no EMF shielding.            3.6. Aluminum foil probably offers an excellent temporary private place EMF shielding for head (but keep it away from your eyes, and you'll probably want to hit it publicly to maintain a normal public appearance.)  It probably offers both microwave shielding and very strong far infrared/thermal
infrared spectrum shielding (but not much electromagnetic microwave shielding).  Caution: Aluminum foil can also be a contributing factor to your body potentially overheated and/or dehydrate if you use too much aluminum foil, wool, nomex, and/or aramide EMF fire resistant EMF stealth shielding in the future.)  And
another caution: keep aluminum foil away from your eyes.           3.7. Caution: if you use heavy standard fire-resistant EMF shielding dyeing material (such as nomex, aramides, wool, and maybe even a little aluminum foil or aluminum foil fabric) to maximize brain power, You may want to use heavy air cooling in the form
of hot weather to avoid air heating If your computer uses air-conditioned or liquid cooled CPU cooling to maximize its computing power and avoid the CPU overheat, you may want to use air-conditioned body cooling to maximize your brain power and avoid body overhear heating.)            3.8. 100% cotton clothing
probably provides little or no EMF shielding in the radio to microwave frequencies.  However, they probably offer some shielding in the infrared spectrum, they can have some pressure-sensitive EMF shielding, and cotton clothing is probably better than no clothes at all.            3.9. Clothing with fabric blends with some
fabrics that are probably EMF shielding (some polyester and/or some wool, for example) probably some EMF shielding power.      4. Understanding the concept of multispectrum EMF brain shielding, an optional more complex concept, allows you to give a better understanding of how EMF brain shielding works by EMF
shielding clothing.     Here is an optional much more detailed explanation of the limitations of EMF brain screening provided by EMF shielding clothes.     The only way to be 100% sure that a piece of clothes can protect you (at least sometimes) is to test it.  (But with each item that has a potential (and probably
unmeasured) shielding value in 4 different types of shielding, including 1) ELF/sonic/low ultrasonic, 2) radio wave to microwaves, 3) magnetic beams in the radio wave to microwaves spectrum, and 4) the thermal infrared/far infrared/heat spectrum, asquening an arbitrary shielding value (ie, strong shielding, poor
shielding, or almost not shielding) is difficult.      I don't quite understand it yet, but here are some guesses or theories that may/may not be completely accurate: 1. One theory is that almost everything helps protect in category 4, the thermal infrared/heat spectrum. (But potentially overheating and/or dehydrating is a
concern.)      2. One theory is that some products, for example wool, may have some inherent shielding in category 2, radio waves to microwaves.      3. Another theory is that some products, for example, some polyester, some modacrylic, and maybe some coolmax, have accidentally or deliberately produced some EMF
shielding in category 2, radio waves to microwaves, without anyone marketing this undocumented function.      4. Another theory is that normal clothing (without any iron-holding metal/magnetic metal in it) that shields in category 2 can also protect a little in category 3 by reducing the electronic field strength (but not the
electromagnetic field strength).      5. Another theory is that fire-resistant fabric and/or carbon-based EMF shielding, such as wool, and nomex, etc., has a stealth shielding effect in category 4 and possibly in categories 2 and or 3 as well.      So the bottom line is that EMF can and I probably include shielding across
multiple parts of the electromagnetic spectrum.      My theory is that if a clothing substance (or metal fabric or metal) shields against any zaps anywhere in the electromagnetic spectrum that 1) reduces brain power, 2) change mood (presumably via distance or wireless cloning the emotions using silent sound distribution
spectrum technology), and/or 3) change body temperature or the sensation of body temperature, and /or 4) ram an electronic device that becomes unashamed after the EMF shielding clothing fabric has been added to defend the hast electronic device against electronic interference/electronics chim, then the clothing
fabric will presumably have some kind of EMF shielding ability against some brain power-reducing zaps.  (However, it does not specify which part(s) of up to 4 parts of the electromagnetic spectrum this EMF shield occurs.) Caution: you can't see much improvement of this EMF shielding clothes because 1. Some of the
free EMF shielding clothing EMF shielding power is weak. 2. The free EMF clothing shielding clothing is usually not covered and defend the critical vulnerable patches of your cheeks, face, head, and neck against brain power reduced beam weapon foam. 3. The free EMF shielding clothes are not tight pressure against
your skin at the moment.  (Even you're initially installing or reinstalling it tightly, it sometimes slides out.) 4. You probably want to maintain normal appearance in public (instead of maximizing your brain power for free). 5. You probably want to avoid any risk of potentially overheated and/or dehydrating from wearing a large
amount of potentially hot cumulative EMF shielding clothing.  3. EMF shielding clothing materials you already own you can already use. Here is a partial list of some EMF shielding clothes you can already own: For shielding your head 1. Wool, polyester, and/or modacrylic hats, caps, beans, and/or balaclavas. If you own
any of this, try using it right away. They will probably help immediately. 2. Wool shawls and/or polyester shawls. A thick EMF shielding knit wool erp or EMF shielding knitted polyester weaner can be very useful if you turn it around your cheeks and head. Solid non-knit wool and/or polyester shawls are also useful, but you
have to avoid wrapping them over your mouth. If you have an EMF shielding wool and/or polyester erp, try wrapping it around your face, head, and/or neck immediately, allow enough airflow for you to breathe. This will probably help immediately. 3. Aluminum foil. It is strong EMF shielding for your head because it is metal
foil, but it has a terrible public appearance and it can't be used alone to produce a durable hat. So you can test it and/or just use it privately. Try private wrapping aluminum foil all the way around the back of your head (covering at least 3/4 of your head, not just 1/4 or 1/2 of your head) and see if it helps. Also try to cover
the top of your head. It may or may not help. You can also try to post it to your face without taking it there and seeing the results. See 5 Quick Free EMF Brain Shielding tests for a more detailed explanation of shielding using aluminum foil. For the shielding of your body 4. Polyester or wool bath. (For testing purposes, you
can also try to temporarily slide it over your head and shoulders and push it tightly against your head to see if it produces an improvement.) 5. Polyester or wool coat or jacket. (For testing purposes, you can also try to temporarily slide it over your head and shoulders and push it tightly against your head to see if it
produces an improvement.) 6. Polyester, wool, and/or muddle bed sheets and/or blankets. They can wrapp the chair you are sitting in, they can be wrapped around you (optionally including wrapping your head) for immediate temporary EMF shielding, and they can protect you at night while you are sleeping. 7. Polyester
(or wool) pillow. You can test to put it on top of your head to test your head against vertical beams of satellites. You can also test on it in a chair. And of course you can use it when you sleep. 8. Wool, polyester, and/or modacrylic jerseys. Some acrylic jerseys can also help (if they are modacrylic, for example), but most
modakrylic jerseys probably don't provide EMF shielding or very EMF shielding. 9. Polyester, wool and/or muddle shirts. Some acrylic shirts can also help (if they are modakrylic, for example), but most acrylic shirts don't EMF shielding or many EMF shielding. For shielding your skin with protected underwear 10.
Polyester, wool, modakarige, and/or nomex underwear. For shielding yourself while you are sitting and while you are sleeping 11. Polyester, wool, and/or modacrylic bed sheets and/or blankets. (The same as #6, listed under a separate category.) They can wrapp the chair you are sitting in, they can be wrapped around
you (optionally including wrapping your head) for immediate temporary EMF shielding, and they can protect you at night while you are sleeping. At night, try an EMF shielding skin and/or blanket above you to protect your body from any possible vertical satellite beam weapon zaps and hopefully partially/fully intact your
body. If you have enough EMF shield blankets, try putting one under you at night too. 12. Polyester pajamas and /other bath. You can also replace any EMF shielding clothes for pajamas. These clothes can protect you at night while you are sleeping. 13. Polyester (or wool) pillow. (The same as #7, listed under a separate
category.) You can use it when you sleep. 14. The idea here of shielding yourself while you are sleeping with EMF shielding clothes, sheets, and/or blankets is to reduce EMF beam weapon beaming body saturation percentage or, the same process to describe another way, start to and partially and/or completely
ominous yourself at night. The better you are from a satellite-based and/ or local beam based bar weapon, the better your ability to reduce your EMF beam weapon saturation and partially or completely intact yourself at night. It is much more doable than the beam weapon zap power is at normal 0 or low decibels, not at
increased high or extremely high decibels. 4. Test cumulative EMF shielding by combining your EMF shielding clothing fabric together and which is as much of your bare skin as possible. You can try combining the free EMF shielding you own to see if it improves your brain power. EMF shielding is cumulative. Also, that
any bare skin with any substance, preferably an EMF shielding fabric, can help. Shielding your head, cheeks, and neck are the most important, but additional EMF shielding, such as a polyester or wool shirt and/or jersey, can help. After you discover what you already own that some free EMF shielding can provide, you
will probably need to buy some extra EMF shielding an effective cumulative EMF shielding effect using as many EMF shielding clothes as you can conveniently combine from your existing collection and hopefully improve future collection of EMF shielding clothing, materials, and/or metals Quick EMF brain shielding
upgrades. See EMF BrainShieldingStore.com starter items: Quick cheap EMF Brain shielding upgrades. [3/1/17] Warning: sometimes improves For various reasons, it has variable efficiency and it doesn't always work.  (You can study it first in more detail OR you can study quick solutions first.) See EMF
BrainShieldingStore.com Starter Items: Quick cheap EMF Brain shielding upgrades at my BrainShieldingStorecom for more information and some quick quick cheap and partially effective starter EMF shielding options. Why EMF Brain shielding is variable and sometimes works and sometimes fails [3/1/17] Anti-brain
beam weapon control beams and zaps are very rare.  If you are zapped by one and stays sapped by one, here's one explanation of why EMF shielding sometimes works and sometimes fails.      1. The EMF shielding you have does not cover part of the body zipped. (It carries you a wool beanie cap, and they zap your
face instead of your head, your wool cap is not protecting your face.)      2. The EMF shielding fabric or metal is not tightly pressed against your skin.  The EMF shielding is very press-sensitive.  A tight balaclava and/or quick release buckle tapes belt (or maybe even a non-quick-release belt) can be used to increase the
pressure of EMF shielding products on your skin.      3. The EMF shielding is not good or smoothly used against some or all the beam weapon technology.  Beam weapons can attack on different frequencies and styles, including microwave, electromagnetic microwave, and probably heat infrared or far infrared
technology.  Your EMF shielding cannot be well protected from a specific frequency or series/tape of frequencies, and it may not be well protected from electromagnetic beams or zaps.      4. They changed the sapping technology.  In particular, they can shift to magnetic zaps if you have all stealth shielding, but no
magnetic shielding.  They can also shift to infrared/another spectrum if you have lots of CobalTex and/or you have a solid line foot of giron shielding the back and sides of your head.      5. The majority of people, probably 99% or more, are not actively sapped by coated mind control beaming weapon technology.  So EMF
shielding probably won't help them.  (However, 2 effects of trying EMF shielding can help someone who is notzapped.  1. EMF shielding can defend against an unknown electromagnetic pollution or electrosmog that reduces brain power.  2. An acupressure effect of a velcro tape or quick release buckle tape and/or EMF
shielding the application of pressure on the skin can help them.) The best response is probably on: 1. Shield your head, face, and neck with multiple shielding products, including 1.1. Stealth shielding technology, especially nomex and stretch nomex, but including aramides, kevlar, PBI, modacrylics, wool, drift fire resistant
advanced protective substance, and other synthetic materials if you test them and they seem to help.                1.2. Print-sensitive technology that pressures on fabric under it applies to tightening the EMF shielding fabric against the skin.  These include nomex, flash, anti-flash, and/or fire-resistant balaclavas.  It also
includes quick release buckets and tight fitting clothing.  Careful: Be careful to prevent skin abrasion and/or monitor and reduce skin abrasion when it happens.                1.3. Magnetic shielding technology, specifically CobalTex, which can easily be worn among other products.                1.4. Magnet shielding metal,
including 4magnet shielding metal straps that can be worn under clothes around your stomach and upper arms and optional around your neck and optionally a heavy 1 line foot of giron that can be worn as a fast metallic shield around the back of the head.           2. Add cheap nomex and/or drifire gen 4 underwear to
gently protect your body, aramide/nomex jacket liners and/or a jacket to protect your chest and/or arms, nomex socks, and extra shielding for the arms, pulse, and hand (for example, kevlar sleeves, nomex sleeveless gloves, nomex cuffs, wool poor warmers, etc.) The wrists can beam a sensitive place for life signs data
(for example wrist), and the feet and hands, such as the face, are very exposed, usually unprotected, and very vulnerable to bracketed. You can also experiment with wrapping the hands, joints, and/or feet with cheap nomex stretch fabric.           3. Try adding shielding, usually one product at a time, which protects a
known vulnerability.  You can usually test to see if shielding part of your body works by wrapping it in stretch nomex fabric and/or CobalTex.  If it works, then you can try to find a specific EMF shielding product to better protect that part of your body. Restrictions of EMF Brain Shielding [3/1/17] EMF brain screening can
really help some people improve their valuable brain power, but it also takes real time, money, and effort.      Coated anti-brain control beam weapons can reduce and limit brain power.  EMF shielding can reduce the brain power reduces the reduction of power of anti-brain control beams and increases brain power. .   
Unfortunately, the wonderful technology that can increase the brain power of the brain beam, gezapped, and sometimes partially disabled by brain power-reducing anti-brain control beam weapons has its own problems and its own restrictions.      EMF brain shielding technology restrictions include: Preparation
Restrictions: 1. TI lack of knowledge of the brain power reduction problem and the EMF brain shielding solution.  Even college-educated professionals with a lot of money (with good paying jobs, money in the bank, home equity, and/or Savings) cannot solve the problem of their brain power being reduced by anti-brain
beam weapon beams and zaps if they don't even know it's a real problem, and/or they haven't studied and researched EMF brain shielding solutions.      2. Initial optional learning, study and research time.  It takes some time to understand how EMF brain shielding works.  While you can use the EMF brain screening
quickly without studying first, you won't understand it until you study it.      3. Initial time needed to learn how to get free EMF shielding of EMF shielding clothes you already own.      4. Shopping and buying time.  (An important factor for busy people.)      5. Purchase costs.  Initial EMF brain shielding for under $20 can
help, but if you'vezapped long-term you'll probably want hundreds of dollars in EMF shielding as soon as you can afford it and intelligently and remarkably choose effective EMF brain shielding.  Shielding can start at under $20/item and eventually add up to $1,000 or more in EMF shielding clothing, fabric, metal, and
maybe mesh, paint, etc.).      6. Potential overspent on individual EMF shielding components.  EMF shielding is a cumulative process, and while everyone likes to buy the very best individual items they can afford, it can make sense to stretch your consumer dollar and first gradually buy one of a number of cheap items
when you can afford them. Beam weapon Zap Restrictions: 7. Variable zap patterns. Beam weapon zaps patterns can vary greatly and can sometimes easily zap unsedited parts of your body and/or increase zap strength.  (Sometimes your EMF brain shielding will decrease noticeably against sharing the part of the body
it is shielding (for example if you protect your face, head, and neck), and other times, stronger zaps and/or zap patterns that share unthated/undershadden parts of your body (for example, a whole body zap or sapping your chest) will share your EMF brain shielding part of your body.)      8. Possibly increased beam
weapon zap power.  (You want to avoid being calibrated while wearing maximum EMF shielding.  Beam weapon operators may accidentally calibrate your beam by factoring in shielding you usually don't wear.) Protection restrictions 9. EMF brain shielding is not physical body weapons, and it only partially protects
against cover-hi-tech anti-brain beams and zaps.  It does not protect against conventional weapons or physical attack.  It also probably doesn't defend well against subliminal message control attack and V2k voice-to-slip beam weapon.  Heavy EMF brain shielding, especially before neck/backscatter shielding, may be
able to make low-decibel power mind-reading impossible, but it probably can't block hi-decibel mind-reading beams.  It also doesn't protect any devices, for example mobile phones and/or Androids, that you forget to protect. EMF Brain Shielding Restrictions: 10. EMF shielding installation and removal time.  It takes time
every time you add and/or remove EMF shielding.  (If you shower daily, this extra daily time can pick up.)  If you have more money, you can find and/or remove EMF shield solutions that you can quickly install and/or remove.  You can also preshyeld you bed or bedroll or your chair.  If you have a lot of money, you or your
organization can protect your room and/or building.  (SCIF attempts to go it, but their shielding specifications are probably not strong enough.)      11. Any unproven part of the body is potentially very vulnerable to implemented.  These include the head, cheeks, neck, bottom of the chin, space between eyeglasses and the
skin between the eyes and ears, mouth, eyes, ears, brain, brain, spinal cord, laring/physical voice box in front of the neck, shoulders, chest, back, stomach, waist, pelvis, hands, arms, legs, and feet.  The strongest EMF shield covers and shields up to 100% of the body.  (Potentially variable beam weapon zap patterns,



EMF shielding restriction #6, add to this limitation.)      12. EMF shielding is pressure-sensitive.      13. Storage space restrictions.  (Especially critical if you travel light and/or do not have extra private secure storage space.)      14. Security restrictions.  Safe storage, use, and cleaning your EMF shielding and avoiding
theft.      15. Accidentally misplacement or lose your shielding.  Hats and caps, in particular, sometimes fall off.      16. Earplug, if appropriate in certain ways, can sometimes cause more noise problems by strengthening electronic noise while normal noise is filtered out.  (You can test it by trying to remove earplug-ins
installed vs. earplug-ins.)      17. Gradual damage to EMF shielding metals.  Magnet shielding will eventually rust.  Giron will eventually unwear himself in part.  Also metal can eventually be damaged from bending it.      18. Radar profile size.  Electromagnetic shielding metal (magnetic screen and giron, etc.) and magnets
on magnetic shielding metal, while they increase electromagnetic shielding power, increase the radar profile or electronic target size of a TI or targeted individual Stealth shielding, including nomex, aramides, and presumably wool, which is bulkier and contributes to potential overheating, reduces radar  Magnete on
magneet shielding or giron metal increases target profile size. EMF Brain Shielding Laundry Restrictions 19. EMF laundry time.      20. Accidental EMF shielding laundry damage.  Do not use normal or any laundry shelter on metal fabric EMF shielding or brain shielding.  If you accidentally do will probably damage your
shielding by washing the metal from it.  Try washing your EMF shielding clothes separately.  Try using any laundry laundry on your EMF shielding laundry.  And try using a delicate laundry cycle for your EMF shielding clothes.  Also, wash your EMF shielding clothes in cold water just since washing your EMF shielding
clothes in hot water accidentally shrinking wool and/or other materials.      21. Gradual EMF shielding laundry damage.  Warning: According to lessemf.com, Poor water quality will damage Silver.  In particular sulphur, high fluoride, and low pH will react strongly with Silver and destroy conductivity and shield
performance.  Lessemf.com also claims Wash will eventually break down all materials with Silver fiber and reduce shield performance.  Anesthesumation over time is normal. Health restrictions: 22. Skin barn.  Magnet shielding in particular can cause skin abrasion.  So can drive base layer of clothing.  So too much
weight on your head.  Large Band-Aid sticky strips and neosporin and herbal ointments (potassium, goldenseal, or camera/goldenseal) can help.      23. Weight.  This will probably limit how much metal you want to protect your head with. Too much weight on your head can cause skin barn.  For comparison, popular
science claims that weapons and gearweight have been an important limit for soldiers for at least the past 2,000 years.  For comparison, the powerful US military enhanced outer tactical Vest (IOTV), comparable to level IIIA body weapons, weighing 30-35 pounds, is too heavily marked for easy military mobility.  For
comparison, centuries ago, wealthy knights endured carrying heavy suits of chain mail for personal protection and centuries earlier well-equipped Roman legionnals worn heavy armor and wore full body shields weighing up to 16 pounds.      24. Overheated /dehydration.  If you attack shielding your body at distant
infrared/heatwave, you can be stuck heat in your body.  Consuming enough electrolytes is important to prevent heat exhaustion/dehydration.  (This includes getting enough salt, and can include eating a little extra salt if your sodium consumption is low, drink a little cake soda dissolved in water, and/or potassium pills, and
wood salt and cake soft drinks and maybe potassium pills in your pantry in case you overheat, dehydrate, and/or run low on electrolytes.)  Dehydration is a health problem in the global south today.  (For comparison, dehydration or heat exhaustion was a major sometimes lettuous problem for soldiers weapons and/or
gear centuries ago.) Social Restrictions: 25. Appearance. (In the privacy of your own room, appearance is often not a concern, but appearance can become a lot more important in public.)      26. Disorientation of other beam weapon 27. Most people's interest to ignore, deny or duck out of the problem. This can be
countered by most people's interest and/or potential interest in smarter, an important interest and a goal that can help EMF brain shielding achieve. Handling strategies for dealing with the restrictions of EMF Brain Shielding [3/1/17] Daily EMF shielding strategy or using various levels of shielding. 1) Normal public
appearance EMF shielding. 2) Normal private full brain power levels of shielding. 3) Daily body rest and repair time, which removes some EMF shielding to give your body time to function and sleep without the extra EMF shielding tension of extra weight, skin abrasion, overheat, and avoid any potential social stress of
unusual appearance. 4) Max shielding power if you need to think very hard and/or handle many negative zaps. Gradual EMF shielding leather and buy strategy. It's sometimes that you can gradually improve over months, spending perhaps $0-$200 per month, a little at a time, when you can afford it. Reduce discretionary
spending and increased savings and/or spending on EMF brain shielding. Reduced social obligations. Streamlined tasks and avoid problems. For example, using Internet banking, using Internet shopping, using a food delivery service instead of grocery shopping if possible, using fast financial management software, etc.
EMF Shielding Basics 1. Covert anti-brain beam weapons, also called targeted energy weapons (DEW), use an EMF or electromagnetic field to zap their victim. To protect against lid weapons, you must reduce the field strength and zap power of the EMF or electromagnetic field that holds the target. This reduction in
beam/EMF/electromagnetic field strength is usually measured in decibels. 2. Decibels measure changes (increases or decreases) in both electromagnetic field strength and electromagnetic zap power with one standard measurement. Electromagnetic field strength, however, is measured using a 20 log decibel system,
where -20 decibels = 10% electromagnetic field strength, while electromagnetic zap power is measured using a 10 log decibel system, where -10 decibels = 10% electromagnetic zap power. 3. A potentially harmful EMF or electromagnetic field is also called EMI, for electromagnetic interference, or RFI, for radio
frequency interference. This EMF energy is part of the electromagnetic spectrum. 4. You will need to use EMF magnetic shielding to protect against the magnetic, not only the electronic, part of the EMF/EMI/RFI. EMF magnetic waves operate differently from EMF electronic waves as they bounce back or beam back to
their source. According lessemf.com fieldlyne must be of North Pole of the source and return to the South Pole. The third diagram explains why a circular tape of powerful MagnetShield tightly around the head, neck, stomach and/or arm of a TI partially protects the TI's body from an electromagnetic field and beams back
much of the magnetic part of the electromagnetic beam energy. (MagnetShielding, however, also increases the TI's target profile.) 5. EMF shielding is widely used commercially in electronic devices. (Examples include quad screen cable, STP shielded pair of computer network cable, and the new cat 7 network cable
standard with additional EMF shield requirements.) 6. Victims and targets of deck-anti-brain beam weapons can use magnetic EMF shielding to reduce partial brain disability of deck anti-brain beam weapons by partially protecting the target (themselves) from deck EMF anti-brain beam weapons. Primary targets can
probably only partially protect themselves, while some secondary targets may be able to heavy or even completely protect themselves from their brain disabled. (However, LRAD audio beams and coated LRAD and/or other subliminal mind control proposal technology probably not protected from). 7. People in normal
suspected non-targeted situations (the other 99.9% or more of the population) can sometimes also increase their brain power by reducing the use of magnetic EMF shielding/preventing electromagnetic pollution partially disabled their brains. EMF shielding can help people in normal situations because there are other
sources of EMF/EMI/RFI and also other coverage anti-brain beam weapons (including some coated area-wide anti-brain beam weapons, Probably including US military s-quad mind control technology used in the 1991 US-Iraq war, American military poppers used to fit/zone out targeted populations, and various
planetary-scale ELF/extremely low frequency weapons such as HAARP that can sometimes alive human ELF (extremely low frequency) brainwaves 8 You need effective scientific EMF electromagnetic shielding. 9. You can test whether EMF shielding will help you with either 1) a preliminary free instant test using 1 or 2
of your bare hands and/or 2) for about $11-$30 with some EMF shielding. You can try a quick preliminary instant-free test by pressing 1 or 2 of your bare hands tightly against your face, including your entire cheeks, your jaw and your forehead (and/or any other part of your body). If your brain feels clearer and sharper
and less fodder, you might be sapped, the zaps can partially disable your brain, and EMF shielding can help your brain function better. You can also try testing MagnetShield for about $11 postpayer from lessemf.com, and you can try testing carbon shielding by testing a carbon absorb skin for $9 more and/or test 1-5 line
feet of velostat for $2-$10 more.  When you test it, you need to push it tightly against your skin to see if it will help you at the moment you test it.  If your brain feels more clear and sharp and less fog, then the EMF works shielding and helps your brain function better.  You can test it any time you suspect it can help.  (The
18 mils (0.445 mm) thick microwave absorb skin provides much better EMF shielding than the 4 mil thick velostat, but it is more expensive, not easy to bend and it is more fragile and more likely to tear than velostat.  If you only buy 1 line foot of 4 mil thick velostat, its shielding power may be too weak to note.)  To
gezapped/Transpondered and Unzapped/Untranspondered, and Possible Evasion Tactics 10. First, you should know how to track if you are currently ready/transpondered.  Here are 3 quick tests: 1. If you hear an LRAD (a long range of acoustic device or audio beam hitting a moving object like a fan or car that generates
audio at the tip of the audio bar's impact with the moving object/fan/car), assuming that you might be sapped.  If the comments of the audio bar are made to you or about you, accept that you arezapped.      2. If you have both of your ears very tightly covered with your 2 indexfingers and you hear an electronic voice
broadcast subliminally in one or both ears, you are definitely sapped.  (However, you can be sat with an area-wide beam weapon.  You may/may not mind-read.)      3. Press 1 or 2 your bare hands tightly against your forehead (and/or any other part of your body).  If your brain feels clearer and sharper and less fodder,
you might be sapped, the zaps can partially disable your brain, and EMF shielding can help your brain function better.      There is much more to detect if you are zapped/transpondered than these 3 quick tests.  For more information, you can read how to detect and discover hi-tech political prosecution if you are or may
have been a victim of hi-tech political prosecution.      Also, if you're at night and in the morning when you wake up, you're probably sapped overnight (when you target a potential stationary sleepbeam weapon) and you're probably zapped 24 hours a day. 11. A stationary target can allegedly heat or translate
electromagnetically to the point of mind-reading in as little as 15 minutes if the beam weapons operator is only a strong anti-brain throat at one stationary target.  If a target moves, and/or a motor engine or other electronics partially shielding the target, then it can allegedly take up to a few hours.  (If you're really worried
about being mind-read of heavy mind-controlled then one option is to stay mobile and stay careful Also locked up and quiet takes the 5th Amendment if you have mind-read.) 12. A beam hitting one target will sometimes heat or transponder an adjacent target quickly.  Running car cars can sometimes get transpondered
seemingly almost immediately, probably depending on beam weapon target and radiate weapon power.  (I don't know how long it takes to unseest a car.)  The safest way to prevent a car from beingzapped is likely to turn off the engine when not in use and to drive it very slowly near beam weapons. 13. There are only 2
ways to get unsceded or unshree.  Either 1) the beam badge is turned off, or 2) the target is beyond the range of the beam weapon and the target finally gets unsedited.  For example, pay harassment workers in psywar setup homes often leave the house of a heavily protected target to get unspoilt.  Many pay
harassment workers hire a room nearby located elsewhere in a spy world CIA-style safe house. 14. Evade beam weapons, if possible, is an option, but be on the lookout for these possible types of coverage, semi-coated, and/or overtaken harassment: 1. Mobile electronic harassment of LRAD audio beams and/or mobile
fake media broadcasts.      2. Personal harassment of gang talent (including statistically unlikely walk-by/drive through stealth and/or verbal harassment in an abandoned area), often unlikely pre-scheduled bump in you by paid gangstalkers, and/or often unlikely mobile verbal harassment.  (Also gangstalkers use their
phones much more often than normal people, and some even have a cell phone attached to their right ear.)      3. Any possible settings including those that may involve the police and/or other first responders.  Basically, look out for trouble and don't strangers or anyone who makes your effort.  (Cheap digicams ideal with
audio recording to be used to get a short 3-10 second video of a gangstalker or hassler if necessary usually make excellent deterrents to be excessively plagued.  However, be aware that state laws sometimes regulate video and/or audio recording.)      Primary targets can evade mobile bar weapons impossible.  But run
away or evasion probably sometimes works for rarely monitored secondary targets.  Beam weapons have been repeatedly described as short series of weapons, but they can also be mobile short series of weapons.  I don't know the exact variety of coated anti-brain beam weapons or how long it takes to become partially
or completely unzapped or undivivated.  (Careful: MagnetShield will likely increase the range of beam weapons zapping you.) 15. Beam weapon force on the road is usually far less strong than beam weapons zaps at home.  (However, be very careful when driving and avoid high speed drive.   Walking targets are slow
and potentially vulnerable to electronic zapping, LRAD sound bar harassment, and/or walk-by and/or drive-by harassment.  A targeted cyclist will likely find LRAD audio beams hitting adjacent homes, especially outside and window fans in warmer weather, instead of the target's non-motorized vehicle.) 16. Warning: cell
phones can be tracked by cell phone towers.  If you are zapped by beam weapons, keep your phone turned off and preferably remove the battery and/or keep your phone in an EMF shielding bag. 17. Warning: GPS, or the Global Positioning System satellite technology allows a satellite to radiate your GPS device.  It can
also allow the government or someone else to track your location using GPS tracking.  If you are zapped, detected, and/or gangstalked, keep your GPS system turned off if possible. Warnings about the dangers of anti-brain beam weapon technology 18. Warning: If beam weapons strike a stationary target on a desk,
seat, couch, or bed at home or a desk at work, beam weapon power can be lifted by increasing the decibel power of the beam targeting one small electromagneticallyzapped and cursed place only.  You can try to briefly move your room or home to see if beam weapon power is less in some places.  Similarly, a notebook
computer might be a little harder to zap than a stationery computer.   19. Warning: Beam weapon power can be increased by the remote and possibly the local beam weapon operators/zappers beam strength as EMF shielding used by the target reduces the power of the beam hitting the target.  This leads to a warmer
beam weapon environment with higher levels of beam power with longer ranges, higher EMF shielding power, and higher levels of beam strength than MagnetShield use.  Increased or decreased beam strength is measured in decibels.      If you have your ability to protect yourself from FBI SID electromagnetic beam
weapons, the FBI SID will usually only increase the beam strength.  They can even bring in one or more additional beam weapons.  However, some zaps don't work as well as protected, so you're probably better off.  Increased FBI SID beam strength and increased magnetshile thrip will warm your home more
electromagnetically.  Other electromagnetically undated people inside (or maybe even near) can quickly sapped and transgressed the house.  (If you live in an FBI SID setup house, the FBI SID workers will probably have to leave more frequently to prevent them from being ilated and transported themselves.)  Increased
beam strength and increased shielding also increases the beam strength.  FBI SID workers who staff stationary electromagnetic beam monitoring devices may be taken and portered much faster and may remain too close to their electronic machines, even if it is a good idea to stay. manually adjust them. 20. Warning: It
is very possible that these beam weapons in extreme cases may be deadly by a deadly electromagnetic signal in the brain and in the central nervous system that turns off the heart rate or breathing or causes a stroke. (Also, since both anti-CIA researcher Angus Mackenzie and liberal Senator Ted Kennedy both have
brain cancer, I think that these and/or similar beam weapons may be able to braai the brain and eventually cause brain cancer. The electromagnetic frequency of cancer-causing radioactivity is much higher than the microwave frequency.) The FBI SID is not up to Ed's knowledge in the habit of regularly killing people, but
the FBI SID is in the habit of regularly threatening to kill targeted individuals. Bottom line: If you are a targeted individual, buying and using MagnetShield can save your life. 21. Warning: Electromagnetic pain torture zaps, especially severe electronic toothache zaps, can be extremely painful. 22. Warning: Anger zaps can
temporarily anger any targeted individual. Other negative zaps, especially fear, lethargy and/or depression, can also be snacked in a target with presumably silent sound refereeing spectrum (aka SSSS or s-quad) cloning the emotions mind control technology. 23. This is a very incomplete list of the dangers of anti-brain
beam weapon technology. The bottom line is, if you are zapped by anti-brain beam weapons, shielding against EMF beam weapons can reduce a lot of potential problems and it can even save your life. 24. Magnetic EMF shielding used at home or in your office can help reduce but not eliminate anti-brain beam weapon
weapons. 25. LRAD audio beams are probably impossible to protect against. If you turn off a fan that strengthens the sound beam in one place, they usually just target another location to broadcast their LRAD sound ray. 26. Subliminal proposal messages are probably impossible to protect against. This probably includes
silent audio distributed spectrum or s-quad subliminal message broadcasts. 27. Brain disability is possible to do partially against protection. 28. Protect your brain and your neck as heavy as possible with as much EMF magnetic shielding as possible if you have a stationary target. Be sure to push your MagnetShield
tightly against your skin. 29. If you target a mobile, be aware that increased EMF magnetic shielding means increased radar-style visibility. 30. If you are a primary target, do not initially make an effort to protect your room. It is probably too expensive and it probably won't be effective anywhere near 100%. 31. Beam
weapons can usually be zapped from various locations, including mobile cars. 32. MagnetShield is an excellent product for heavy shielding against electromagnetic of deck anti-brain beam weapons. 33. MagnetShield needs needs printed directly against your skin to work it best. The tighter the pass, the better the
shielding. 34. Be careful to avoid/reduce any skin abrasive sores or bruises from the metal MagnetShield by typing over any sharp points in the metal MagnetShield with duct tape. (If necessary, connection and topical antibiotics apply to any sore places and/or rebend, tape over, and/or cushion any part of the
MagnetShield causing any skin abrasive sores or bruises.) Also, a tight fitting tape of MagnetShield around your head can produce a temporary cosmetic untouched spot on your forehead. You can can canc this place with a cap, hat, magnetabering cloth, or even a bandanna. You can also apply an herbal comrade to
bruised skin to help it heal faster. 35. MagnetShield finally carries out, rust, and gradually loses some of its shielding ability. It must be replaced from time to time. Any MagnetShield worn to your stomach will probably rust and wear out first. 36. MagnetShield must be proven safety by bending it back against itself using
your bare hands, plice, metal cuters, and/or tube tape. If you hit this step to save time, you risk accidentally cutting yourself on sharp metal sides. Alternatively, you can at least temporarily turn around the sides and turn tape over the sharp angles. 37. Circular tapes of 4 wide MagnetShield shall be placed and worn to the
head and neck, and possibly stomach and/or chest and/or arms too. And a half-circular tape should be placed around the top of the head. This maximizes the magnetic EMF shield power of the MagnetShield. The electromagnetic beam of the coated anti-brain beam weapon travel part way to the circular MagnetShield
instead of in the brain, brain system, and/or central nervous system. 38. Your head can be covered with several circular bands of magnets that you can carry like a crown, except that you want to cover as much of your head as possible (and your status is certainly not that of royalty). You will also want to slip at least 2
approximately 1 long metal strips over the top of your head and CobalTex or your best EMF shielding fabric over the top of your circular shielding to protect the top of your brain 100%. You will also want to add a second bottom layer at least 1 ' wide to protect the back of your head, and add a cheap hat or cap or
balaclava to cover as much as possible from the metal shield. 39. Your neck is a critical part of your body and protect your central nervous system. My experience is that this shielding helps protect against some likely anti-spinal cord and anti-brain system passivity zaps. It helps protect the bottom of your brain, including
the top of the spinal cord near the brain, it protects the county or upper part of the spinal cord, and it protects the speech-generating speech-generating Box.  You can wrap the best shield your neck by wrapping 2 1 long strips of MagnetShield bent in 2 half circles around it and using 2 REI buckle straps to keep the
MagnetShield in place to keep your neck.  In addition to shielding the neck from direct ray weapons, a tight circle of MagnetShield will also protect the brain from EMF-zaps that get the rest of the body in hand by pulling extra electric zaps traveling along the spinal cord in the heavy MagnetShield metal instead of the
brain.  So far I've used 3 1's strips MagnetShield and I've probably been able to add more 1 feet $4.50 MagnetShield strips bent in semi-scrape screens for more shielding power. 40. Tapes of REI can be used to put in place a circular tape of MagnetShield (or 2 semicircular bands of MagnetShield around your neck). 41.
A long horse shoe-shaped band of MagnetShield can cover the back of the neck and the checks.  If can be kept tightly in place by one horizontal REI buckle tape and one vertical REI buckle tape. 42. In addition to the metal MagnetShield, I try to add some ESD static substance over my face bandanna style to add more
of my face with flexible magnetic shielding that I can breathe through. 43. If you increase your magnetic shielding, the people who take thee in the face will probably only increase their beam badge (measured in decibels).  This will lead to higher beams, with a higher percentage of the zapper's beam back to them.  It also
means that the beam weapon target zone becomes electromagnetically warmer, and non-protected people will getzapped, disabled, and even mind-reading faster.  (If you live in a psywar setup home, sometimes other people in the house tend to become passively disabled, and tend to leave the house to go to work or to
have a black ops CIA-style safe house a lot more frequently.) 44. If you adjust your shield power, your zappers can make mistakes to sapping you.  (For example, strong subliminal mind-control or mind-popping messages can be increased in observable signal strengths or reduced in less powerful subliminal messages.)
45. MagnetShield used to gradually protect your brain and it should often be fought back to achieve full EMF shielding power.  The more REI buckle tapes you use to keep your MagnetShield in place, the less often it should loose or slide out of place. 46. There is a trade offence between wrapping MagnetShield tight
around your neck and/or elsewhere on your body to maximize EMF brain shield power and your brain power vs. fix your MagnetShield to prevent bruising your skin from the skin shed of the MagnetShield.  Sometimes you will want to maximize brain power, while other times you will want to reduce and/cure any bruises to
your skin. 47. If you carry a band of MagnetShield and/or ESD static substance around your cheek, you will probably to remove it to eat. 48. Stealth EMF shielding involves absorbing instead of reflecting EMF energy including radar. Stealth EMF shielding includes carbon shielding and other radar absorbing materials or
RAM and microwave absorbing material Military stealth technology uses this technology. The U.S. Air Force uses this technology to reduce the radar profile of American air force aircraft. And the US Navy uses radar absorbing materials or RAM to help solve its EMI problems, according to this detailed 30-page
approximately 8MB PDF section. This article refers to a possible 15-20 decibel strength in broadband or wide spectrum radar absorbing material or RAM. 49. Using stealth EMF shielding used to protect against coated anti-brain beam weapons is likely to try to achieve these goals: 1. Protection of the brain against beam
weapon zaps. 2. Absorb as much beam weapon zap power (measured in decibels) as possible. 3. Lowering the target profile or radar profile (technically known as the radark cross section) of the target, especially when the target phone and harder to find, harder to target, harder to zap, and harder to hit with a stronger
anti-brain beam. 4. Decrease or even eliminating the bar back in an attempt to make mind-reading more difficult or even at least temporarily impossible. 5. Distruting EMF beam weapon zaps and/or beam enough to reduce or even eliminate the effectiveness of mind-control zaps and/or ray-mind-reading data. This
includes an increased level of electromagnetic signal spam or static. 6. Increasing the amount of time it takes for a beam weapon operator zapping one target to heat the target (or even someone who accidentally zapped) to the point of mind-reading, and dropping the amount of time it can be a target to cool off from that
beingzapped to the point of no longer-mind-read. 50. I have not tested extensively carbon-based shielding, stealth EMF shielding, and radar absorbing materials or RAM. 51. Carbon shielding and radar absorb material or RAM damper or reduce EMF signals and probably make the signals more fuzzy and less accurate.
(It probably adds more backup or static to any EMF signals that have radiated back.) 52. You can buy carbon-based shielding cloth (strong substance with poor EMF shielding) and/or a carbon microwave absorb skin (weak and fragile substance that offers much easy that provides stronger EMF absorption shielding. A
carbon microwave absorbs Skin costs $8.95/foot for a 48 wide role. 53. Stronger radar absorbs material or RAM than the material provided lessemf.com is likely to be found by searching the Internet. 54. Expensive Carbon-X clothing, including fire-resistant carbon X balaclavas/hoods designed for and carbon-X lingerie
designed for race car and firefighters, may or may not work as radar absorb material or RAM. Solid carbon-X substance is likely to help, but carbon-X rack fabric probably won't help or won't help as much. 55. One individual offers designs for an anti-mind reading thinking helmet designed from various layers of carbon
shielding. I have not personally tested this design. (Also, he wrongly labels the beam weapon operators strangers, when experience of myself and many targeted individuals is that the beam weapon operators are in fact definitely black ops workers of planet earth.) 56. One person I know possesses many rocks with
crystals. The crystals in these rocks may or may not produce a lot of backscatter. 57. Whoever produces beam weapons knows how to protect against them. The best backscatter manufacturing shielding is probably whatever EMF shielding lines every EMF beam weapon fire room. One alleged beam weapon diagram
labels this EMF shielding material backscatter nubbins. At this point in time, no one sells this material formed in an EMF shielding helmet to block anti-brain beam weapons. 58. One manufacturer's website www.ets-lindgren.com/WLSAbsorbers claims that Wedge absorbers are used in areas of rooms where pyramid
absorbers will provide too much backers under specific configurations. This is one idea for culling how to create passive backscatter using stealth EMF shielding. Additional EMF Shielding ideas 59. Try to camoufding your EMF shielding and try to avoid running or driving publicly carry full-scale visible magnetic shielding.
(You can probably wear heavy neck shielding in public with no problem, but probably not a full-scale entitled magnetic metal helmet assembly.) 60. An electrical appliance that is disabled must be enabled to work it fully properly again. You need to turn it off, let it cool briefly and restart it. If possible, remove all electrical
power to it, by opening the battery compartment or by turning off all 120v electric to it by turning off a power supply switch. (It is also known as rebooting or power cycling an electronic device.) 61. Computers can also be protected. (Tempest computers are already designed to be low-emission computers, but these hi
electromagnetic security computers are too expensive for normal people.) 62. If you are under bar arms attack, you probably need a strong PFC power supply for your computer with plenty of watts of extra power to save and ideal 2 or more power rails. A strong Antec PFC power supply with 440 watts or more is probably
strong enough. If you don't have a strong PFC power supply, beam weapons can expand your computer more often than you like. 63. If possible may be able to reduce or block mind-reading by your and neck heavy to protect and/or any EMF shielding that produces a lot of signal fuzziness and backscatter. One person
using a velostat mind screen helmet has demanded some success with this. 64. Beam weapons allegedly get a signature of a beam weapon target, presumably based on the electromagnetic ray of the target. If someone is zapped, electronic signatures of at least primary targets and their electronic devices are often
saved for future reference. 65. Beam weapons probably hit and got beam feedback from the hottest transpondered target, i.e. the target that was zipped the longest and electromagnetically hot. 66. Between 1-4 or more anti-brain bell weapons can be used at one target and/or electronic devices and/or the target's
electronic devices. 67. Targets that are actively zapped are likely to be heated faster than cars and/or electronic devices are turned off. One of the other hand, automotive cars make much easier to zap targets than unfortunate people and electronic devices can probably be targeted using generic and/or saved unique
electronic signatures. 68. Axis and when azzle and translated car is turned off, the sound scale sometimes immediately jumps to other car engines, nearby window fans, etc. Speculation. People (and machines) can be sown at a transponder landmark frequency. If so, the target when heated will then become a live
transponder beacon. This makes it probably easier for other local beam weapon operators to radiate the target by using the target as a live transponder beacon. Remote beam weapon operators may even be able to directly radiate the target by using a cell phone tower and/or satellite to zap the translated individual. 70.
Speculation: If your house is targeted, you can try to identify and shut down as many transpose beacons as possible in your home. The most obvious transponder beacon would be a satellite TV transponder. The second most obvious tracking device is your phone, and your homemates' phones. 71. Other people have
other ideas for shielding against EMF anti-brain beam weapons. I think some of their ideas are worth escaping. However, I think my ideas are the best publicly available information on brain shielding. If you have any better information, please email me researcher@stoppsywar.com. Previous Detailed EMF Shielding
Ideas If you are attacked with hi-tech anti-brain beam weapons, you can and should protect yourself using scientific electromagnetic/EMF shielding. Just as you can use a good quality bullet-proof breast to protect yourself partly from bullets from physical weapons, you can use scientific electromagnetic/EMF shielding to
protect yourself from anti-brain hall weapons. It's complicated. Please study this section carefully. LessEMF.com offers scientific electromagnetic electromagnetic Equipment. Us-government-torture.com claims their EMF shielding equipment is specifically designed to partially block electronic warfare electronic sapping of
targeted individuals. (Do a lack of funds, Ed is unable to personally test the EMF shielding devices Us-government-torture.com.) Save the new-age anti-EMF non-essential EMF shielding devices. You need genuine EMF shielding, not the fake wishful thinking electromagnetic shielding equivalent of the Native American
Ghost Dance shirts that, unlike modern scientific bullet-proof shielding boards, never stop bullets. (Some new age devices, if they contain magnetshaking, may work to some extent, but I won't bet on it.) A report by military experts, Nonlethal weapons: Terms and References, labels electromagnetic shielding anti-lethal in
a military electronic warfare context. Here is the direct quote from page 9: Antilethal, Electromagnetic shielding. A form of defense against microwave attack. A metal box, known as a Faraday Cage, can sometimes function as one by electromagnetic fields [356:39]. (Also note that the executive summary of the non-letful
arms report clearly states on page 5 that it specifically excludes all information warfare (or psychological warfare or spirit control) weapons from the report.) During more than 4 1/2 years open or excessive electronic warfare harassment and sapping of the author of this article, Ed Harding, by FBI SID criminal perps, Ed's
choice in EMF shielding has evolved and is likely to continue to develop. Ed sees 2 different environments for protecting its brain against FBI SID anti-brain electromagnetic/EMF beam weapons. 1. Shielding at home of strong mobile but mostly stationary carefully aimed FBI SID local anti-brain, anti-electronic speakers,
anti-computer, and/or audio-generating beam weapons. Unfortunately, FBI SID anti-brain beam weapons can be very precisely targeted at a targeted individual's room and even home and yard and can hit a targeted individual at a very high strength at the exact location where the TI usually sits. 2. Mobile shielding
against beam weapons when the targeted individual is away from home. Beam weapons often seem much weaker when the TI is mobile, but FBI SID gangstalking harassment and FBI SID electronic remote control of electronic speakers (and/or many local radio wave micro transmissions) and the use of FBI SID pirate
radio/fake media broadcast Complicates life for a heavy persecuted target (This leads to Ed choosing to deal with strong anti-brain beam weapons at home instead of choosing to deal with multi-source prosecution away from home.) Most of the rest of this section deals shielding at home. Some of these shielding can be
easily worn when you phone and/or away from home, but if Study this topic carefully, you will see that you have several shielding options and each option has its own pluses and minuses when you are away from home. Ed currently believes that a band of magnets worn around an TI's body and/or brain is critical to
deflect and bounce back some negative brain-sapping beam strength of an electromagnetic anti-brain beam weapon. This is because EMF magnetic waves operate differently than EMF electronic waves and the EMF magnetic waves are partially absorbed by a circular tape magnetic shielding and refusal back
(presumably the zapper's brain wave reading machine) without fully zaping the TI. Ed bought these 2 products from the magnetic field shielding part of LessEMF.com to protect his brain at home: 1. MagnetShield (Cat. #A274) MagnetShield Plate 36 x 15 x .015 (Cat. #A274-15) ..... $39.00. Ed noted that his magnetic
screen should fit tightly or snugly against his skin or to fit his head or his stomach to work. Ed advises that the magnets, if properly tied to the skin, attract electromagnetic beam power and pull it away from the skin and from the central nervous system and directly into the magnets metal tape. If the magnets tightly
connected to the skin are connected in a complete circle, then the magnetic waves, once they hit the magnetic climb, mostly through the magnetic debt and flow back to the electromagnetic wave beam devices instead of zapping and impacting the central nervous system and brain. The bottom line is that the use of
magnetshielding should lead to a high level of anti-brain beam's power bound back at the beam machine and bound back to the people monitoring the bar at the FBI SID. Ed calls it beam back, a concept slightly similar to the CIA's concept of blowback, where CIA operations sometimes backfire. If you believe you can be
an electronic warfare victim, you can test magnetic shielding for yourself by buying a 1' long 4 band of magnates for about $10 postpaid (ie, including shipping and handling) of lessEMF.com and posting it news along your skin under your belt. Try specifically 1 line foot of MagnetShield ordering (Cat. #A274) at $4.50/line
ft. (If the test works and you decide to use it, be sure to cover the metal sides of it with duct tape to protect your body from the sharp metal sides of the magnetshield) Ed was surprised at how much better even this simple shield made him feel. If it works, a 4 a 4 wide metal magnete around your stomach or chest or
stomach will work even better. 4 warnings: 1. If you increase your ability to protect yourself from FBI SID electromagnetic beam weapons, the FBI SID will usually only the beam power.  They can even bring in one or more additional beam weapons.  However, some zaps don't work as well as protected, so you're probably
better off.  Increased FBI SID beam strength and increased magnetshile thrip will warm your home more electromagnetically.  Other electromagnetically undated people inside (or maybe even near) can quickly sapped and transgressed the house.  (If you live in an FBI SID setup house, the FBI SID workers will probably
have to leave more frequently to prevent them from being ilated and transported themselves.)  Increased beam strength and increased shielding also increases the beam strength.  FBI SID workers who staff stationary electromagnetic beam monitoring devices may be snagged and transient much faster and may remain
too close to their electronic machines, even to adapt them manually. 2. It is very possible that these beam weapons in extreme cases may be deadly by a deadly electromagnetic signal in the brain that turns off the heart rate or the breathing or causes stroke.  (Also, since both anti-CIA researcher Angus Mackenzie and
liberal Senator Ted Kennedy both have brain cancer, I think that these and/or similar beam weapons may be able to braai the brain and eventually cause brain cancer.  The electromagnetic frequency of cancer-causing radioactivity is much higher than the microwave frequency.)  The FBI SID is not up to Ed's knowledge
in the habit of regularly killing people, but the FBI SID is in the habit of regularly threatening to kill targeted individuals.  Bottom line: if you are a targeted individual, magnete indulgence can save your life. 3. Magnetshielding will increase your radar style profile and make it a lot easier for mobile bar weapons to hit you.  For
mobile shielding, you might want to look at carbon-based shielding that lowers your radar-style profile in addition to and/or instead of magnetshielding 4. Magnetshielding around your stomach will probably eventually rust, especially if you sweat.  You can de-corrosion it by spraying it with CRC freeze-off, PB Blaster, or
even WD-40, and you need to replace it from time to time.      From Nov. 3, 2008, Ed uses the same EMF shielding that Ed uses on Feb. 6, 2008, with 2 changes. 1. When Ed is in his own room, he uses the heaviest EMF magnet screen (or magnetic shielding) of lessEMF.com that he can be found in a circle and placed
around the top of Ed's head to protect himself from a close range by FBI SID anti-brain beam weapons.  It is currently a 7 1/4 x 36 piece of magnetshard over from a previous purchase of a $39 MagnetShield Plate 36 x 15 x .015 from lessemf.com.  Jay likes to zap Ed with a strong anti-brain beam, and the extra
magneteshielding is a critical thinking that Ed's brain functions when Ed is close by turning on anti-brain beam weapons.  It has 2 diss.  1) Since it seems unusual, Ed usually doesn't wear it outside his room, and 2) It leaves a reddish very light skin shed mark on Ed's forehead.  Ed works on this by sometimes wearing a
small CobalTex headband tightly around his forehead. 2. As an experiment that can improve Ed's shielding, Ed considers keeping a piece of his CobalTex neck shut-down attached to its metal carnet branch that Ed wrapped in a circle around the top of Ed's head.  (Since electromagnetic waves take the path of the least
resistance, the theory is that perhaps some extra electromagnetic energy in Ed flowed on or below Ed's neck level can flow directly to the EMF shield around Ed's brain instead of flowing in and through Ed's brain.)  You can buy CobalTex™ (Cat. #A1271) for $17.95 per line ft from lessemf.com.      When Ed started extra
CobalTex lessemf.com, he probably rather received Zelt.  If you order CobalTex ™ (Cat. #A1271) for $17.95 per lineft, please make sure to get CobalTex.  Cobaltex contains nickel and nickel-copper alloy, and nickel offers critical magnetic shielding.  Zelt and most other electronic shielding materials do not have critical
magnetic shielding.      If Ed had more money for magnetshielding, he would consider increasing cobalTex and/or MagnetShield that he used to protect his brain and neck and body.  Ed will also look at carbon-x for carbon screening and try the shielding at Us-government-torture.com.  Ed doubts someone can block
100% of an anti-brain weapon's beam power, but the higher the % of beam power that blocks Ed, the less electronically disabled Ed is.  If Ed was rich, he would strongly consider designing a custom helmet made from thick magnes based on a medieval knight's helmet designed or based on a modern-day army helmet's
design with the modification of what is as much of the brain and the brain system around the neck as possible. From Feb. 6, 2008, Ed prefers to use a cheap 4' band of 4 use magnetshielding (MagnetShield (Cat. #A274) at $4.50/line ft) of lessEMF.com wrapped to its stomach (or breast or stomach) and kept in place by a
belt.  Ed protects its skin from potentially abrasive metal magnete by using duct tape, magnetic tape, and/or some CobalTex fabric.  Ed also protects his brain system from zapping by turning a strip of magnetic shielding CobalTex, also available at lessEMF.com, several times tight around his neck and keeping it tight and
sniffing in place with a hairpin.  You can order CobalTex ™ (Cat. #A1271) for $17.95 per line ft from lessemf.com.  When Ed is not public, he prefers to protect his brain with a band of 3 magnets wrapped around his brain.  (4 will also work well.) Ed is also very interested in shielding the us-government-torture.com, but
has not yet purchased or tested it. Ed also admits that there can be a serious disadvantage of its current EMF magnetic shielding. Specifically, it can well increase Ed's radar-style profile and make beam Ed on the road a lot easier. If you want to reduce your radar-style profile instead of maximize your bounce-the-bar
back magnetic shielding, you can try carbon-based shielding and maybe try the shielding advertised on us-government-torture.com. (Also, magts placed next to your skin can eventually rust.) Here is Ed's previous much earlier than Feb. 6, 2008 perspective on EMF shielding. Much of it is still current, but some of it has
been reviewed. Previously, much earlier than Feb. 6, 2008, the best EMF brain screening that Ed Harding found was Silvertex luxury anti EMI Smog Hood Device and the best EMF brain shielding spette he found, from handy-fashions.com. (Careful. Summer sweat will stain the silvertex hood. You may be able to request
a slightly more expensive product made with stainless substance.) Ed likes to chop the Silvertex because you can use a hair pin to keep it cuddly to keep the whole brain, including the brain system where brain-body interacts in managed. A carbon-x or similar carbon-based firefighter's hood can shield some additional
carbon-based EMF. EMF brain shielding helps reduce, but does not eliminate, the effects of psywar brain-zapping. Carbon-based EMF shielding dampers and reduces EMF. Metal/metal fabric shielding reflects EMF. (The $2.2 billion radar escalates US Air Force B-2 Stealth bomber, for example, is produced using
carbon-based materials instead of metal.) Thus, carbon-based shielding reduces the radar-style profile of a target while metal shielding, while partially blocking EMF from the sapping of the target, increases the radar-style profile of a target (while probably reducing the electronically legible quality of EMF bound off of it).
Also, EMF electronic waves are protected by normal EMF shielding, EMF magnetic waves function differently and are stopped only by magnetic shielding. Apparently a certain amount of psychic brain outbreak probably uses EMF magnetic waves. Shielding the human brain from electronic and/or magnetic EMF reduces
the effects of EMF-zapping and can lead to a targeted individual feeling more focused and less disoriented by psyche sapping. But please keep in mind that the zappers can simply increase the power of the zap and/or change the zap and that total brain and total 100% CNS EMF shielding (including the face, eyes, nose
and mouth, and whole body) are usually impractical. Brain EMF shielding looks practical and useful for targeted targeted      At this time, Ed is unaware of any EMF shielding guaranteed to block electronic mind-reading.  Any EMF shielding theoretically able to do so would block electronic and magnetic EMF, and would
probably need to cover the entire brain with provision for breathing, see, and at least intermittent eating and drinking.  This EMF shielding may need to cover the full CNS throughout the body. Copyright © 2018 by Ed Harding.      
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